Ethiopians shall rally to save historic Ethiopia from ethnic fanatics.
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Ethiopia has existed as an independent country for very long time. No one in sane mind deny there were
unequal distribution of power and resources during this long existence. People resistance eventually led
to 1974 social revolution. The revolution was largely
coordinated and led by the 1960s generation. As result,
the monarchy disposed and lands distributed the to the
tillers. The primary philosophy and resistance strategy of
the 1960 generation to fight oppression was class
struggle, not on ethnicaly based. At that time, in most
progressive circle, ethnic movements were considered
not the common interest of to free from repressive
regime. However, the several national movement were
rising in different part of the country. One of them is
Tigray People Liberation Front (TPLF).’ TPLF used ethnicity
as primary tool for mobilizing people in Tigrai region. The
end of cold war and the continued resistance of democratic forces who were fighting in other part of
Ethiopia weaken the DERG. This contributed for TPLF to succeed in seizing the state power in 1992. The
past 27 years TPLF rule the country with iron fist using ethnic based policy and divide and conquer
tactics in governing the country.
Ethnic based politics proved to be a cruel manifestation of oppression, exploitation, brutality and had
created misery to vast majority of Ethiopians. This lead for - mass protest across the country. In
comparison both to TPLF predecessor and successor, it is fair to say TPLF'S regime has been the worst of
all. The successor (Prime Minister’s Abyi regime) brought raised hope with inspiring speech to many
Ethiopians. A little of over a year, the extremist elements such as Jawar have started openly advocated
for TPLF’s agenda to divide the country purely on political ethnic line. We were shocked to see in
September 2018 in town of Burayu massacre, looting, etc targeted non Oromo ethnic group. It is the
result of hate speeches by ethnonationalist scholars Oromos origin. The new EPDRF Government
tolerated this dangerous practice.!
The ugly truth of ethnic based rule is giving false expectations to their followers and ethnic group
members. Ethnic rule is undermining democratic value and does not promote national integration. On
the contrary, it created national crises. The results are escalation ethnic and uncontrolled regional
conflicts. Displacement of millions of people and lawlessness is seen everywhere, many of them
instigated by ethnic group leaders. A society riven by ethnic deep divisions will have no stable social
order, democratic principles and economic development. The ethnic blinded zealots group are occupied
with viscous propaganda war on social media. This ethnic blinded zealots are organizing less educated
and unemployed youth to do their dirty work by violent means. They are breeding cowardly group of
hooligans ready to slaughter innocent people as they have one it in town of Burayu.
Ethnic leaders have started imposing highly repressive measures particularly on resident of Addis
Abeba. Eskinder Nega journalist and human rights activist working tirelessly to bring democracy to all

Ethiopians. We were confident hundreds of thousands of people will march for democracy and human
rights and supporting the October 10, 2019 six points as outline in his press release. Addis Abeba’s Police
Commissioner office seems to be cimmanded by Oromo extremist cadres. In anticipation of mass rally,
the Oromiya police and extremist group closed road at town of Goha Tsion that connect Addis Abeba
and northern Ethiopia and forced many bus passengers to return to departure locations assuming the
passengers are Eskinder’s rally supporters.. This desperate act took place couple days ahead of the rally
date. Taking it as the solution to stop the rally is delusion. This delusion will never able to solve the
resilient people protests.
The police actions has demonstrated the EPDRF’s tyrannical power structures pretty much intact and
has not changed a bit. There is some indications of a single party ethnic based actions are on rise.
Eskinder denied permission to hold a rally is one of an example of repressive measure by Addis Abeba’s
Police Commissioner. Many of us are angry and saddened by the police illegal action. Some concluded
the genie is out of the bottle and ethnic tranny embolden.
We shall not forget that people are only tolerant of tyranny for so long, and may prompt violent actions.
Ethiopians has followed the same battle plan against dictatorships in the past. The denial of permission
to hold rally could be significant enough to be a catalyst of change in near future. Eskinder decision not
to go ahead with rally at this time may be a wise strategy and will save innocent life.
It has been said by many Ethiopians, “Ethiopians leaders have been far less successful in nation
building”. The current regime did nothing more than lip service to defend law abiding Ethiopians.
Imprisonment of political opponents and activists shall stop immediately!
Ethiopia will prevail!

